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1.1 

NUMBER SYSTEM 
 
In this first topic ‘Number System’, we deal with ‘Numbers’ themselves. What are numbers? 
Where do we see and meet them? Are they of different types? Can we learn these distinct 
types of numbers? 
 
Number line: A number line is line where all the numbers are allocated their positions. The 
origin of the number line starts from zero and it continues to infinity, on either side. 

 
 
Few Basic Types of Numbers - 

Positive Numbers : Numbers which are to the right of zero are said to be positive numbers. 
For example 1, 3 ,1.2 , 2.6 , 7 etc. 
 
Negative Numbers : Numbers which are to the left of zero are said to be negative numbers. 
For example -1, -5 , -7.2 , -2.5 , -9 etc. 
 
Counting Numbers: Counting numbers are those numbers which are well managed on the 
number line with the difference of 1. The smallest counting number on the number line is 1. 
 
Natural Numbers: Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11…and so on are called natural 
numbers. They are also called positive integers. Also we can say that the other name for 
counting numbers is natural numbers. The lowest natural number is 1. 
 
Whole Numbers: Whole numbers are numbers without fractions, they take integral 
values. Whole numbers are those numbers which start from 0 or we can say if 0 is included 
in set of counting numbers (natural numbers) then we get set of whole numbers.Remember 
whole numbers would always take non- negative integral values 
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Integers: It is combination of both positive and negative numbers lying on the number line 
including zero. Remember zero is an integer. The integers are the natural numbers, their 
negatives, and the number zero like …,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,… and they go on forever in both 
directions of the number line. 

 
 
Rational numbers: Rational numbers are those, which can be written in the form of a ratio 
of x/ y, where the denominator y is non-zero. 
 
Irrational numbers: Numbers, which are non-terminating and non- recurring (non-repeating) 
decimals are said to be irrational or we can say irrational numbers are those, which are not 
rational, that is those numbers that cannot be written in the form of a ratio x/y. For 
example  = 1.414213….. , √3 =1.732050….. 
 

Fractions: Fractions are those numbers, which are in the form of p/q where q is non-zero. 
For example 4/5, 5/6, 6/7 etc. 
 
Real Numbers: Any number which can be plotted on the number line is a real number .The 
number can be positive or negative in nature. For example it may be like as 3, 4, 5, 6, -6, -
5, -4, -3, -2….. 
 
Prime numbers: The numbers, which have exactly two factors, 1 and the number itself, are 
called prime numbers.There are 25 prime numbers between 1 and 100. 
  
Composite number: The composite numbers are those numbers which can be written as the 
product of prime numbers in a unique way. 
Example 4, 6, 8,… 
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Note that composite number always has more than two factors and prime number cannot be 
a composite number. 
 
Rounding numbers: When the number is approximated to the nearest possible integral value 
to maintain the accuracy of the data then the number is called rounded. 
 
Properties of Numbers 
 
The following is a handy list of tips that you can remember about numbers (think about 
each one of these): 

 The number line goes on till infinity in both directions, which is indicated by the arrows. 
 The numbers on the number line are indicated by their respective signs, which shows that 

the line includes both positive and negative numbers. 
 The integer zero is neutral and neither positive or negative. 
 The number in the halfway of 1 and 2 is 1.5 and in the half way of -1 and -2 is -1.5. 
 Numbers, which are terminating and non-recurring are rational numbers. Similarly numbers, 

which are non-terminating and recurring are rational numbers. 
 Set of natural numbers is contained in set of integers which is contained in set of rational 

numbers which is further contained in set of real numbers, which is further contained in set 
of complex numbers. 

 Addition as well as product of two real numbers is a real number. 
 Two real numbers can be added or multiplied in either order i.e. Addition and multiplication 

of real numbers is commutative. 
 Two real numbers cannot be subtracted or divided in either order i.e. Subtraction and Division 

of real numbers is not commutative. 
 In set of real numbers we don’t define square root of negative numbers.  

 

Properties of Zero 
 a x 0 =0 always for any real number a. 
 a +0 = a always for any real number a. 
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 a – 0 = a always and 0 – a = -a for any real number a. 
 0/a =0 when “a” is a non-zero real number. 
 a/0 is not defined i.e. we don’t define division by zero. 
 a0=1 for any non-zero real number a. 
 00 is not defined. 

 
Properties of Prime Numbers 

 If p is any prime number and p divides a product of two integers say m and n i.e. 
p|mn (read as p divides mn), then p divides ‘m’ or p divides ‘n’ or both. 

 Number of prime numbers is uncountable. i.e. there are infinite prime numbers. 
 Every Prime number has exactly two factors or divisors. 

For example: 13 is prime number as the divisors of 13 are 1 and 13. 
 There is only one even prime i.e. 2 and all other primes are odd. 
 G.C.D of prime numbers is always 1. The numbers whose G.C.D is 1 are said to be co-prime 

thus we say two primes are always co-prime. 
 Two numbers are co-prime if their HCF is 1. For example G.C.D. (21, 25)=1 and hence 21 

and 25 are co- prime. 
 The Twin Primes are pair of primes of the form (p, p+2). 
 The term odd prime refers to any prime number greater than 2. For example: 3, 5,7,………….. 
 1 is neither prime nor composite number. 

 

How to check whether a number is prime or not? 
We need to follow the following steps to find out if any given number is a prime number - 
 
Step 1: Find square root of N, call it as K (Just find approximate values) 
Step 2: Write down all the prime numbers less than K. 
Step 3: Check divisibility of N with these prime numbers, which we have got in Step 2. 
Step 4: If N is not divisible by any of the prime numbers then N is prime. 
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Example: 
Let us check whether 211 is prime or not? 
Solution: 
Step 1: We find square root of 211 i.e. K=√211  = 14.52 
Step 2: We write all primes less than 14.52 i.e. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 13. 
Step 3:Since 211 is not divisible by any of these prime numbers, hence 211 is a prime 
number. 
  
Example: 
Let us check whether 313 is prime or not? 
 

Divisibility Rules 
 
A divisibility rule is a short cut for discovering whether a given number is divisible by a fixed 
divisor without performing the division, usually by examining its digits. Most of the divisibility 
rules are derived from a concept of remainders. 
 
The two basic rules for finding out whether the number is divisible or not by any particular 
number: 
 

1. If the divisor is prime number, then we can directly check for it. 

2. If the divisor is a composite number then do factorization of divisor into factors, which are 
co-prime and check the divisibility for each prime factor individually. 
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DIVISIBILITY RULES: 2 TO 7 
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DIVISIBILITY RULES: 8 TO 12 
 

 
 
DIVISIBILITY RULES: SPECIAL NUMBERS 
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Example 1: 
Check divisibility of 124 by 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
Solution: 
124 is divisible by 2 since the last digit is 4. 
124 is not divisible by 3 since the sum of the digits is 7 (1+2+4 = 7), and 7 is not divisible 
by 3. 
124 is divisible by 4 since 24 is divisible by 4. 
124 is not divisible by 5 since the last digit is 4 it is neither 0 nor 5. 
124 is divisible by 2 and 4 not by 3 and 5. 
 
Example 2: 
Check divisibility of 225 by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10. 
Solution:  
225 is not divisible by 2 since the last digit is not 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8. 
225 is divisible by 3 since the sum of the digits is 9 and 9 is divisible by 3. 
225 is not divisible by 4 since 25 is not divisible by 4. 
225 is divisible by 5 since the last digit is 5. 
225 is not divisible by 6 since it is not divisible by 2. 
225 is divisible by 9 since the sum of the digits is 9. 
225 is not divisible by 10 since the last digit is not 0. 
225 is divisible by 3, 5, 9. 
 

Example 3:  
Check divisibility of 400 by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10. 
Solution: 
400 is divisible by 2 since the last digit is 0. 
400 is not divisible by 3 since the sum of the digits is 4 and 4 is not divisible by 3. 
400 is divisible by 4 since 00 is divisible by 4. 
400 is divisible by 5 since the last digit is 0. 
400 is not divisible by 6 since it is not divisible by 3. 
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400 is divisible by 8 since the last 3 digits are 400 and 400 is divisible by 8. 
400 is not divisible by 9 since the sum of the digits is 4 and 4 is not divisible by 9. 
400 is divisible by 10 since the last digit is 0. 
400 is divisible by 2,4,5,8 and 10. 
 
 
Tricks for Divisibility 

an – bn is always divisible by a-b 
 
85–55 is divisible by 8-5= 3 
 
Remember it by: 
a3– b3 is divisible by a-b 
a2– b2 is also divisible by a-b 
 

an – bn is divisible by a+b when n is even 
710 – 510 is divisible by 7-5= 2 
Remember it by: 
a3 – b3 is not divisible by a+b 
a2 – b2 is divisible by a+b 
a4 – b4 is also divisible by a+b 
 

an + bn is divisible by a+b when n is odd 
711 + 511 is divisible by 7+5= 12 
Remember it by: 
a3 + b3 is divisible by a+b 
a2 + b2is NOT divisible by a+b 
a4 + b4 is NOT divisible by a+b 
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an + bn+cn is divisible by a+b+c when n is odd. 
73 + 53 + 23= 343+125+8=476 divisible by 7+5+2=14 
 
 
Example 1: 3223 + 1723is definitely divisible by…. 
a. 49 
b. 15 
c. 49 & 15 
d. none of these. 
 
Example 2: 3223 – 1723 is definitely divisible by…. 
a. 49 
b. 15 
c. 49 & 15 
d. none of these. 
 

Example 3: 32232 – 17232 is definitely divisible by…. 
a. 49 
b. 15 
c. 49 & 15 
d. none of these. 
 
Example 4: 35 + 55+ 75is definitely divisible by…. 
a. 8 
b. 7 
c. 15 
d. all of these. 
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Least Common Multiple (LCM) 
 
Method to calculate LCM 
Division method is a method to find the L.C.M. of numbers. 

1. First we will write the numbers in ascending order. 
2. Now we will divide the numbers with a common prime factor and continue the same till the 

time it is possible. 
3. We multiply all common prime factors and numbers obtained in last row to get the LCM. 

 
Remember if a number is not divisible by this prime number, then write the number as it is 
 
Example : Find the L.C.M. of 24, 18 and 36? 
  
Example 2: Find the L.C.M. of 60, 16 and 48? 
 

Factorial 
 
A factorial is a non-negative number which is equal to the multiplication of numbers that 
are less than that number and the number itself. It is denoted by (!) 
 
Let’s take an example to understand this 
What will be the value of 5! 
So in the above definition we discussed that the multiplication of the numbers which all are 
less than that number and the number itself. Hence number less than 5 are 1,2,3,4 and 5 is 
number itself so 
5! = 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 120 
 

Always remember we define the value of 0! =1 
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Value of 6! = 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 720 
Value of 4! = 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 = 24 
Value of 3! = 3 x 2x 1= 6 
 

We can also write n! = n x (n – 1)! 
  
Type 1: Highest power of p (p is a prime number) which divides the q!  
  
Example: What is the highest power of 3 that divides 13! ? 
Solution: 
13! = 13 x 12 x 11 x 10 x 9 x 8 x7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 
And we have to find highest power of 3 that can divide the above term 
So first we need to know how many times 3 is multiplied in 13! . 
So to find the number of 3’s we will divide 13 with 3. 
13 divided by 3 gives 4 as quotient and 1 remainder. We will keep remainder aside and move 
further till the quotient cannot be divided further 
Again we divide 4 by 3 we get quotient as 1 and again remainder is 1 .Now we stop at this 
stage because quotient 1 cannot be divided by 4. 
Now add all the quotients 
4+1 =5. 
So the maximum power of 3 is 5, which can divide the 13! . 
 
Example: What is the highest power of 7 that exactly divides 49! 
Solution: To find the highest power of 7 that exactly divides 49! . We need to know the 
number of 7’s in the 49! 
So when we divide 49 with 7, the quotient will be 7 and there is no remainder, since the 
quotient can further divided by 7 we will divide 7 with 7 with quotient 1 and remainder 0 . 
Now add all quotients and get the answer as 8 
So the highest power which will divide the 49! will be 8. 
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Type: Highest power of p which divides the q! ,where p is not a prime number 
 
Example 1 
What will be the maximum power of 6 that divides the 9! 
In order to find maximum power of 6 we will first write as product of 2 and 3. 
 
Example 2 
What will be the highest power of 12 that can exactly divide 32! 
We can write 12 = 2x2x3 i.e. we need pair of 22 x 3 
 

How to find the Unit Digit of a number 
 
For the concept of identifying the unit digit, we have to first familiarize with the concept of 
cyclicity. Cyclicity of any number is about the last digit and how they appear in a certain 
defined manner. Let’s take an example to clear this thing: 
The cyclicity chart of 2 is: 
21 =2 
22 =4 
23 =8 
24=16 
25=32 
 
You would see that as 2 is multiplied every-time with its own self, the last digit changes. 
On the 4th multiplication, 25 has the same unit digit as 21. This shows us the cyclicity of 2 
is 4, that is after every fourth multiplication, the unit digit will be two. 
 
Cyclicity table: 
The cyclicity table for numbers is given as below: 
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What is the unit digit of the expression 4993? 
Now we have two methods to solve this but we choose the best way to solve it i.e. through 
cyclicity 
We know the cyclicity of 4 is 2 
Have a look: 
41 =4 
42 =16 
43 =64 
44 =256 
From above it is clear that the cyclicity of 4 is 2.  Now with the cyclicity number i.e. with 
2 divide the given power i.e. 993 by 2 what will be the remainder the remainder will be 1 so 
the answer when 4 raised to the power one is 4. So the unit digit in this case is 4. 
 
Note : If the remainder becomes zero in any case then the unit digit will be the last digit 

of  acyclicity number 
where a is the given number and cyclicity number is shown in above figure. 
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The digit in the unit place of the number 7295 X 3158 is 
A.  7 
B.  2 
C.  6 
D.  4 
 
Solution 
The Cyclicity table for 7 is as follows: 
71 =7 
72 =49 
73 = 343 
74 = 2401 
Let’s divide 295 by 4 and the remainder is 3. 
Thus, the last digit of 7295 is equal to the last digit of 73 i.e. 3. 
The Cyclicity table for 3 is as follows: 
31 =3 
32 =9 
33 = 27 
34 = 81 
35 = 243 
Let’s divide 158 by 4, the remainder is 2. Hence the last digit will be 9. 
Therefore, unit’s digit of (7925 X 3158) is unit’s digit of product of digit at unit’s place of 
7925 and 3158 = 3 * 9 = 27. Hence option 1 is the answer. 
  


